Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary (unofficially Cambridge English Dictionary or Cambridge Dictionary, abbreviated CALD) was first published in 1995 under the name Cambridge International Dictionary of English, by the Cambridge University Press. The dictionary has over 140,000 words, phrases, and meanings. It is suitable for learners at CEF levels B2-C2.
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Cambridge (/ˈkæmbrɪdʒ/ KAYM-brij) is a university city and the county town of Cambridgeshire, England, on the River Cam approximately 50 miles (80 km) north of London. At the United Kingdom Census 2011, its population was 123,867 including 24,506 students. Cambridge became an important trading centre during the Roman and Viking ages, and there is archaeological evidence of ...
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About Dictionary.com

Dictionary.com is the world’s leading online source for English definitions, synonyms, word origins, audio pronunciations, example sentences, slang phrases, idioms, word games, legal and medical terms, Word of the Day and more.
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Hyphenation: dic-tion-ary

Noun . dictionary (plural dictionaries) . A reference work with a list of words from one or more languages, normally ordered alphabetically, explaining each word's meaning, and sometimes containing information on its etymology, pronunciation, usage, translations, and other data.
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A mitten· An oversized, protective glove such as an oven mitt or a baseball mitt.· (informal, especially in plural) A hand.· mid, in the middle mitt á vegnum midway mitt Á· bÁ½num in the middle of the town just as mitt meÁ°ni vit sÁ°tu og mjÁ°lkaÁ°u just as we sat and milked
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Cambridge is een stad (city) en district in Engeland in het graafschap Cambridgeshire, ongeveer 80 kilometer ten noordoosten van Londen. Cambridge beslaat een oppervlakte van 115.65 km² en heeft ongeveer 120.000 inwoners, waaronder zo'n 22.500 studenten. De stad is vooral beroemd vanwege de Universiteit van Cambridge, die met die van Oxford een van de twee belangrijkste Engelse universiteiten ...